Introduction
In this paper we provide very broad notions of deduction and consequence for logic programs (so-called LP-deduction relations and LP-consequence relations), and we prove that under very modest assumptions, an LP-deduction relation will be either unsound or incomplete with respect to every LP-consequence relation.
Throughout this paper we assume a non-logical alphabet, K, which includes at least one function symbol, an individual constant. We let P K denote the set of all (normal) logic programs over K, let F denote the set of all function symbols in K, and let U F denote the set of all ground terms over F . All concepts from the foundations of logic programming not explicitly de ned in this paper may be found in Lloyd 1] . (1) For any relation, ), between P K and G K , for any P 2 P K , and any ' 2 L K , answer ) (P ; ') = f : P ) ('; )g.
The Essential Inadequacy of Deduction in Logic Programming
(2) By an LP-consequence relation for K, we mean any relation, j = , between P K and G K satisfying the following two conditions: (i) For all P 2 P K ; ('; ) 2 G K , and substitution, , over F , if P j = ('; ), then P j = ('; ), and (ii) For all P 2 P K and ('; ) 2 G K , P j = ('; ) i P j = (' ; ), where is the identity substitution.
As an example, P j = Clark (fL 1 ; : : : ; L m g; ) in case Comp(P ) j = (8)(L 1^: : :^L m ) . (3) By an LP-deduction relation for K, we mean any relation,`, between P K and G K such that for every 2 answer`(P ; L 1 ; : : : ; L m ) and for every variable, x, occurring in any L i , if x is not, itself, a variable, then x begins with a function symbol that occurs in P or some L j .
As an example, P`S LDNF (fL 1 ; : : : ; L m g; ) in case is the restriction to the variables in L 1 ; : : : ; L m of the composition of most general uni ers in an SLDNFrefutation of P f L 1 ; : : : ; L m g. (4) For any LP-deduction relation,`, for K, any P 2 P K , and any n-ary predicate r 2 K, the n-ary relation on U F computed by P via r with respect to`is the n-ary relation, R P;r;`o n U F such that for all t 1 ; : : : ; t n 2 U F , R P;r;`( t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) i 2 answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )), where is the identity substitution.
Our notions of LP-deduction and LP-consequence relations are not just binary relations between a set of formulas and a formula as classically conceived, but involve answer substitutions, re ecting their signi cance in logic programming. For`and j = any LP-deduction relation and LP-consequence relation, resp., for K, (1)`is sound with respect to j = in case for every P 2 P K and all literals L 1 ; : : : ; L m over K, answer`(P ; L 1 ; : : : ; L m ) answer j = (P ; L 1 ; : : : ; L m ).
(2)`is complete with respect to j = in case for every P 2 P K and all literals L 1 ; : : : ; L m over K, for each 2 answer j = (P ; L 1 ; : : : ; L m ), there is 0 2 answer`(P ; L 1 ; : : : ; L m ) and a substitution, , such that = 0 .
(3)`is sound with respect to j = for P and r, where P 2 P K and r is an n-ary predicate symbol in K, in case for all terms t 1 ; : : : ; t n over K, answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) answer j = (P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )).
(4)`is complete with respect to j = for P and r, where P 2 P K and r is an nary predicate symbol in K, in case for all terms t 1 ; : : : ; t n over K, and for each 2 answer j = (P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )), there is 0 2 answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) and a substitution, , with = 0 . Let`be any LP-deduction relation for K. If there exist P 2 P K and a predicate symbol r 2 K such that R P;r;`i s F 0 -unlimited in F for some non-empty set, F 0 , with F P F 0 F , then for every LP-consequence relation, j =, for K,`is either unsound or incomplete with respect to j = for P and r.
Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the theorem and let r be n-ary. Then there exist i : 1 i n, and t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n 2 U F , all beginning with function symbols in F 0 , such that U i U F and some term of U i begins with a function symbol of F ? F 0 , where U i = fu 2 U F jR P;r;`( t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )g: Just suppose that`is both sound and complete with respect to j = for P and r. Let x be a variable, and let U 0 = fu 2 U F j9 computed answer; ; for P f r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )g with respect to`, and u is a ground instance of x g:
If u 2 U i , then 2 answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; ; t n )), hence, since`is sound with respect to j = for P and r, 2 answer j = (P ; r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; ; t n )). Hence P j = (r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; ; t n ); ), that is, P j = (r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; xfx=ug; t i+1 ; ; t n ); ). Thus, P j = (r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; ; t n ); fx=ug) by condition (ii) for LPconsequence relations, and hence fx=ug) 2 answer j = (P ; r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; ; t n )). Thus, since`is complete with respect to j = for P and r, there is a computed answer 2 answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; ; t n )) and a substitution, , such that fx=ug = . Hence u = (x ) is a ground instance of x , and thus u 2 U 0 . This shows that U i U 0 .
Conversely, if u 2 U 0 , then u is a ground instance of x , where 2 answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )). Hence, since`is sound with respect to j = for P and r, 2 answer j = (P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )), that is, P j = (r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ); ). Hence, by condition (ii) for LP-consequence relations, P j = (r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x ; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ); ); but since u = (x ) for some substitution, , we have by condition (i) for LP-consequence relations that P j = (r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x ; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ); ). Also by condition (ii) we have that P j = (r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ); ), i.e. 2 answer j = (P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )). Thus, since`is complete with respect to j = for P and r, we have that 2 answer`(P ; r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )), i.e. R P;r;`( t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; u; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ), and thus u 2 U i . This shows that U 0 U i . Therefore, U i = U 0 . Now, if there exists a computed answer, , for P f r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )g with respect to`, x is itself a variable, then U 0 = U F . Hence, U i = U F , a contradiction. Thus, by the de nition of LP-deduction relation, for every computed answer, , for P f r(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n )g with respect to`, x must begin with a function symbol in F 0 (since t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n all begin with function symbols in F 0 .). But, U i = U 0 . Hence, all terms of U i begin with function symbols from F 0 , a contradiction. Therefore,`is either unsound or incomplete with respect to j = for P and r.
Corollary 2.7
If`is an LP-deduction relation for K such that R P;neq;`i s the complement, NEQ, of the equality relation on U F , where P 2 P K , and F includes at least two function symbols not in F P , then for every consequence relation, j =, for K,`is either unsound or incomplete with respect to j = for P and r.
Proof. Choosing F 0 with F P F 0 F , we have that F 0 is not empty. Moreover, R P;neq;`= NEQ, which is easily seen to be F 0 -unlimited in F . The conclusion follows by Theorem 2.6. Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.7, taking`to be`S LDNF . and taking P to be the following program:
neq(x; y) : equal(x; y).
equal(x; x)
. This is so inasmuch as F P = , and j F j 2, and moreover, NEQ = R P;neq;`SLDNF .
Corollary 2.9
If P 2 P K is a de nite program and F includes at least two function symbols not in F P , then for every 2-ary predicate symbol r 2 K, R P;r;`SLD 6 = NEQ. That is: a de nite program, P , cannot, by SLD-resolution, compute the inequality relation on any non-trivial extension of U FP .
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 2.7. Since`S LD is both sound and complete with respect to the usual least model semantics for de nite programs.
Corollary 2.10
For every non-empty set, F 0 , of function symbols with F 0 F , there do not exist a de nite program, P 2 P K , with F P F 0 , and a predicate symbol r 2 K such that R P;r;`SLD is F 0 -unlimited. Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.6, because of the soundness and completeness of SLD with respect to the usual least model semantics for de nite programs.
3 Conclusion Our notions of LP-consequence and LP-deduction relations are very broad and undemanding ones. The import of Theorem 2.6 is that the very modest assumption that there exist F 0 -unlimited relations which are computable with respect to an LPdeduction relation,`, guarantees the absolute inadequacy of`, i.e. that`is either unsound or incomplete with respect to all LP-consequence relation. Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8 reiterate the basic role that negation plays in the inadequacy of deduction in logic programming, and Corollaries 2.9 and 2.10 spotlight the increased computational power (or at least increased computational expressiveness) a orded by negation-asfailure.
